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BY JONATHAN HUTSON

Racial Double Standards in a Mass Shooting Threat Case
David Lenio & White Nationalism

W

hen I worked for a gun him they did. Two days after our Twitter tural disparities in the U.S. criminal jusviolence prevention orga- encounter, police arrested David Joseph tice system. While people of color and
nization in 2015, I often Lenio, a 28-year-old who had recently Muslims encounter many “on-ramps”
spent time on Twitter as moved to Kalispell, Montana, from his into the system, a White mass shooting
part of my job.1 And that’s what I was parents’ home in Grand Rapids, Michi- threat suspect instead found numerdoing on Valentine’s Day 2015: tweet- gan.7
ous easy exits and “Get Out of Jail Free”
ing worldwide news2 about two deadly
This essay explores two journeys. One cards.9 The case would come to illustrate
shootings in Copenhagen, Denmark. is that of a wealthy and privileged young the kind of disparate prosecution of
One of the shootings was at a free speech man who sought a White supremacist far-right terrorism cases which Naomi
event in a café and the other was at a lo- “homeland,” but ended up taking a de- Braine has detailed in these pages, writcal synagogue, both following the pub- tour through the criminal justice sys- ing in the Spring 2015 issue of The Public
lication of controversial cartoons de- tem, before being released this spring Eye that:
picting the Prophet Muhammed.3 My without bail and without facing prostweets drew the attention of a Holocaust ecution. The other journey is my own:
The differential treatment of Islamic
denier who, I subsequently learned, the story of what happened after our
and far-right terrorism cases only bewas also a White nationalist who owned paths crossed and what I learned from
comes explicable through the lens of
three guns and lived on
political
calculation.
the outskirts of a White
The Right Wing is an
separatist community in
entrenched element of
Montana. His online inthe U.S. cultural and poteractions with me over
litical power structure,
the next few hours led
raising the costs of high
me to discover that one
profile law enforcement
day before, and episodiaction. The primary
cally over the previous
targets of federal antiseven weeks, he had
terrorism investigations
tweeted threats to shoot
have been Muslim men
grade school children
defined by their vulnerand Jewish leaders.4
ability rather than their
During our encounter,
power.10
he repeated some of Jonathan Hutson’s tweet trying to identify the author of multiple tweets threatening mass
these threats, specify- violence in February 2015. Photo courtesy of Investigation Discovery.
Perhaps law enforceing that he wanted to
ment obtains more con“put two in the head of a rabbi.” I re- our respective involvements in the judi- victions of Muslims because the FBI
ported him to the FBI and to local law en- cial system and what those experiences focuses on Muslim communities, and
forcement as a potential mass shooting say about the state of race and justice in constructs scenarios to entrap their
threat who also appeared to be planning the United States.
members, while simultaneously failing
a suicide-by-cop scenario.5 (Apparently
I didn’t know it then, but getting in- to act promptly on information about
referring to how some mass shooters volved in Lenio’s case would change my possible terror threats from the Right
have been killed by police, the man life and inform the national conversa- until their militant actions become all
tweeted his desire to massacre school tion about how to detect and deter on- but impossible to ignore.
children “until cops take me out.”6) line threats of mass violence.8 From
Much of this story plays out on Twit“Thank God Monday is a holiday,” one this relatively front row seat to the legal ter, where David Lenio’s tweets serve as
officer in Montana later told me, “be- process, I would come to witness what road markers for an ideological tour of
cause we have another 24 hours to catch many communities of color already the outer reaches of the Far Right, its
him before the schools open.” And catch have intimate knowledge of—the struc- culture of conspiracism, and the xeno-
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phobic anger of White men who feel dispossessed of their economic birthright
in the kind of fury that drives the supporters of Donald Trump.
THE MAKING OF “A POTENTIAL TERRORIST”

At the time of his Twitter spree of horrific threats, Lenio was a line cook in a
restaurant who falsely claimed he was
homeless and blamed his economic
struggles on Jews. He would go on to
find a calling as part of a populist, nativist movement which advocates the rise
of a new strongman in the U.S., scapegoats minority groups, and seeks to establish a White homeland in the Pacific
Northwest under authoritarian rule—an
ideal most adherents call the Northwest
Territorial Imperative11 and which Lenio
sometimes calls Cascadia.12 In the bio
of one of his several Twitter feeds, Lenio indicated his support for 9/11 conspiracism and bombastically described
himself as “a potential terrorist.”13 This
picture is far different than the one we
could paint of Lenio, as the snowboarding son of an influential investment
banker in one of Michigan’s most affluent cities.
Lenio’s father, Remos Joseph Lenio,
co-founded a private investment bank in
Grand Rapids, Michigan, in September
2015.14 For decades, he has specialized
in serving closely held, family-owned
businesses. A conservative Christian
who shows support on Facebook for libertarian conservative congressman Justin Amish (R-MI)15 and the libertarian
classic Atlas Shrugged, Remos Lenio also
shares close business, social, and philanthropic ties16 with the billionaire Dick
and Betsy DeVos family of Grand Rapids.17 The elder Lenio also seems to share
the DeVos’s vision of turning Grand
Rapids into a “Christian Wall Street.” He
initiated the $28 billion church financing industry’s first-ever loan syndication
deal when he was a partner in Hartwick
Capital of Grand Rapids in 2004. Lendees included mega-churches such as
Mars Hill Bible Church,18 where Betsy
DeVos serves on the board in nearby
Grandville, Michigan.19
The multi-billion dollar fortune of the
DeVoses, who are Christian Right leaders and one of the conservative movement’s guiding families, flows from
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their founding of the Amway Corporation. As Mother Jones reports, “DeVos
family members have invested at least
$200 million in a host of right-wing
causes—think tanks, media outlets, political committees, evangelical outfits,
and a string of advocacy groups. They
have helped fund nearly every prominent Republican running for national
office and underwritten a laundry list of
conservative campaigns on issues ranging from charter schools and vouchers
to anti-gay marriage and anti-tax ballot
measures.”20
David Lenio’s own political evolution
may have begun with his father’s politics, but it appears to have spanned a
wide range of conservative ideologies,
from Ron Paul Libertarianism21 to the
Far Right.22 Though his religious identity is unclear from his public statements,
Lenio has described himself in a Twitter
bio as a supporter of the Second Amendment “and Jesus, too.”23
But his politics diverged from conventional libertarianism and Christian
Right positions at some point, taking
a turn towards the conspiratorial and
the overtly White supremacist. Rather
than publicly identify with any particular ideological camp, Lenio seemed to
exemplify the free-floating anxieties
and rage of some White men who feel
dispossessed. His tweets often focused
on mass shootings and terrorist attacks,
which he invariably labels as “false flag”
attacks—covert operations perpetrated
by Israel or the CIA. He claimed on one
occasion that Israel was behind the massacre at Sandy Hook Elementary School
in Newtown, Connecticut (which he
called “Sandy Hoax”),24 and on many
other occasions, charged that Israel was
responsible for 9/11. He also wrote in
support of White separatist movements,
tweeting in November 2014, “White
people need to organize racially, because the other races & democrats are
organizing on some anti-white bullshit
that needs countering.”25
A month after that tweet, he moved
to the town of Kalispell in Montana’s
Flathead Valley, which is well-known
on the Right, as well as in human rights
and law enforcement circles,26 as a locus of one of several White supremacist
enclaves known collectively as Pioneer

Little Europe (PLE).27
The PLE movement was founded over
a decade ago to be, in the words of its organizational prospectus,28 “a conscious
white community” that “comes to dominate a geographical area.” Investigative
reporter Judy L. Thomas writes:
The manual describes a plan to
“swamp” a target area by taking over
its local political and economic systems, forcing out those who don’t
share their beliefs. White nationalists
would live in close proximity to businesses that offer cultural facilities and
services, some of which would openly
support their political revival.
The movement has gained some traction in Montana.
In the past few years, dozens of white
supremacists have relocated to the
Flathead Valley, where civil rights activists say they are forging alliances
with anti-government Patriots because of their shared hostility toward
the government. 29
A CITIZEN REPORT

On the day that he arrived in Kalispell
in late December 2014, Lenio tweeted
his desire to shoot up a grade school in
the town, linking his threat to his economic situation. “I David Lenio,” he
wrote, “am literally so indebted & #underpaid that I want to go on a sandy hoax
style spree in a kalispell, MT elementary
#school 2014.”30
Over the next several hours, he fired
off four similar tweets.31 He wrote that
he wondered how long it would take before he generated national media coverage and other forms of attention for
beating the “shooting spree high score”
of the 20 kids and six adults who were
massacred at Sandy Hook Elementary
School—one of the deadliest school
shootings in U.S. history.32
From that day until his arrest about
six weeks later, his tweets focused obsessively on mass shootings. At times,
it appeared that he was grappling with
his mental health, as with this February
statement: “If I can’t even afford habitat
to live on, why the fuck shouldn’t I shoot
up a #school and #teach the world some-
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thing about ‘mental health’?”33 In a prior better mental health policy.”38
tion to his motives by tweeting, “I bet I’d
YouTube video posted in August 2012,34
But the fact that most of these shoot- take out at least a whole #classroom &
Lenio voiced a desire for the kind of in- ers displayed signs of possible men- score 30+ if I put my mind to it.” He then
famy that comes to mass shooters. He tal illness does not amount to proof of wrote. “#Poverty is making me want to
also expressed a distrust of psychiatry mental illness, nor does it demonstrate kill folks #mental health.”
and prescribed medications, as well as a causality. In 2014, Eric Madfis, an AsFBI studies show that terrorists, infear that his guns might be taken away if sistant Professor of Criminal Justice at cluding school shooters, often signal
he were found to be seriously mentally the University of Washington, used an their intentions in advance—sometimes
ill in a way that could make him a danger intersectional approach to examine the to peers or authority figures, and other
to himself or others.35
disproportionate rate of mass killings times to complete strangers.41 While
Lenio’s tweets suggest that, conscious- by White men in the United States. He I would normally ignore such hateful
ly or not, he was setting himrhetoric, David Lenio seemed
self up to be viewed as mentally
to fit the profile with the dozill—a factor which, if he could
ens of threatening tweets he’d
prove it, might mitigate his
posted since arriving in Kaguilt. That he would introduce
lispell. When Lenio began to
this concept is not surprising.
confront me on Twitter, after
When a White male suspect
my own tweets related to the
threatens or carries out a mass
shootings in Copenhagen, I
shooting, the public conversaread through his feed and betion often rejects the label of
came concerned. I saw his reterrorist while highlighting
peated threats to shoot schools
the suspect’s perceived mental
and synagogues, and tried to
state in an attempt to explain
crowd-source the problem of
his acts primarily as a result of
identifying and locating him,
mental illness, which could retweeting, “WHO and WHERE
sult in an acquittal or a lighter
is @PsychicDogTalk2, who
sentence. “It’s as if one cannot,
tweeted on Feb. 14 about
according to the conservative Screenshot captured by author of one of David Lenio’s many threatening
shooting up a school and explaybook, be both white and tweets on February 14, 2015.
ecuting grade school kids?”
a terrorist,” writes Black Lives
Lenio responded by asking
Matter activist and Daily News colum- reached a different conclusion:
where my kids go to school.
nist Shaun King.36
I decided to make a citizen report to
In contrast, when a person of color
Among many mass killers, the triple law enforcement, sending a timeline
or a Muslim engages in similar behavprivileges of white heterosexual mas- of Lenio’s threatening tweets, contexior, the public conversation tends to
culinity which make subsequent life tual information about Lenio’s appardisregard questions of possible mental
course losses more unexpected and ent White nationalist sympathies, and
illness while emphasizing the suspect’s
thus more painfully shameful ulti- a profile overview of his threats and his
ethnicity or religion. This dynamic, and
mately buckle under the failures of seeming desire for a suicide-by-cop scethe racial double standard it represents,
downward mobility and result in a fi- nario.
stymies discussion of how White male
nal cumulative act of violence to stave
When police investigated the next
privilege or even White supremacist ideoff subordinated masculinity.39
day, on February 15, they discovered
ology—a potentially aggravating factor
that Lenio had taken steps to put his
that could result in a harsher sentence—
But whatever his motivations and ideas into action: he’d retrieved a cache
motivates violence.
mental health status, by February 12, of rifles and ammunition from a storage
It’s also ironic, since White males 2015, Lenio was calling for the rise of locker near his apartment.42 He also had
commit a majority of mass shootings a new strongman—“a Hitler”—to lead a loaded semi-automatic handgun with
in the U.S. According to data compiled a White supremacist movement in fix- him in his van at the time of his arrest
by Mother Jones on 80 U.S. mass shoot- ing the U.S. economy, and stating that and two extra ammunition clips, as well
ings between 1982 and 2016, White sus- he was prepared to go down in a hail of as several jugs of urine—materials that
pects, almost exclusively males, were bullets while killing Jews. He contin- could potentially be used to create a priresponsible for around 60 percent of the ued the same day with the “bet” that mary charge for a bomb.43 (See sidebar:
attacks.37 That survey notes that most of he could easily kill a dozen schoolchil- What’s in a Jug of Urine?) Two local law
the shooters had displayed signs of pos- dren, which, he claimed, “Sounds bet- enforcement agencies deployed extra ofsible mental illness, such as paranoia ter than being a wage slave.”40 Minutes ficers to guard area schools and notified
and depression. The report’s lead author later, he imagined more than 30 dead every parent in the school system about
concludes, “Maybe what we need is a grade school students and called atten- the security threat.44 And on February
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16, the FBI, along with law enforcement
officers from four other agencies,45 arrested Lenio. He confessed on video to
issuing the tweets, stating that he was
glad that law enforcement had increased
school security in response. However,
Judge Heidi Ulbricht would later rule
this confession inadmissible because
the FBI failed to Mirandize Lenio until
after he made these statements.46
TOO WHITE TO JAIL?

After the arrest, however, the investigation of Lenio for his myriad threats
softened. To begin with, police said they
could find no connections between Lenio and Kalispell’s local White supremacist networks, despite publicly available
posts on social media and blogs documenting Lenio’s ties to White nationalist
leaders in the Flathead Valley, particularly members of the White supremacist
community Pioneer Little Europe.
Pioneer Little Europe (PLE) is not
so much a location or an organization
as an organizing method for bringing
White nationalists together. In the late
1990s and early 2000s, two White supremacists named Hamilton Michael
Barrett and Mark Cotterill developed
the PLE concept and promoted it on the
neonazi website Stormfront47 as a way
for White nationalists to develop affinity communities within existing towns
in order to gain political influence and
provide each other social and economic
support.48 The mostly conservative, libertarian, and gun-friendly population
in Montana’s Flathead Valley takes a
live-and-let-live attitude toward White
nationalists who espouse rugged individualism and back-to-the-land lifestyles. Two-hundred-and-fifty people in
Kalispell earn their living making guns
or gun parts,49 which provides economic
security from skilled labor as well as a
steady supply of potentially untraceable
weapons.
Unsurprisingly, the result of PLE’s
presence in an area can be polarizing.
In Kalispell, it led to episodes of violence, as documented in the recent film
“Hate in America: A Town on Fire,” coproduced by NBC’s Peacock Productions
and the Southern Poverty Law Center.50
While the police would say they
struggled to link this group and Lenio,
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What’s in a Jug of Urine?
That fact that Lenio stored jugs of urine in his van invariably catches observers’ attention. But
neither federal nor state or local police ever asked Lenio about this bizarre find.
We don’t know why Lenio was storing jugs of urine, because law enforcement failed to explore this potential lead. But if they had they might have made a shocking discovery.
Urine has been used to make urea to serve as the main charge in homemade urea nitrate
bombs69 in the U.S., as well as in Afghanistan, Israel, Iraq, and Pakistan. In the U.S., the bestknown case of a urea nitrate bomb is the February 1993 bombing of the World Trade Center.70 In
fact, it is a serious enough problem that the Department of Homeland Security offers a training
curriculum that includes teaching firefighters and other first responders to be on the lookout
for jugs of urine71 as a possible sign of what scientists have called “exceptionally easy-to-make”
improvised explosive devices (IEDs).72 The Associated Press reports, “One instructor noted that
the discovery of jugs of urine led to the arrest of potential bombers in New Jersey.”73
One bomb-making manual, published by a self-described militia member a few weeks after
White supremacist Timothy McVeigh bombed the Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City in
April 1995, calls urea nitrate IEDs “piss bombs.”
Although urea nitrate bombs are well known to much of law enforcement, experts in counterterrorism, and the violent, revolutionary precincts of the Far Right, most of the rest of us have
been left in the dark about it. Unfortunately, some of “the rest of us” include law enforcement
officers responsible for an area that is infested with growing numbers of White supremacist
revolutionaries.
Urea nitrate looks like sugar and can be made with accessible and non-traceable materials,
such as urine, ordinary coffee filters and pans. Such items are at the fingertips of most people,
and particularly available to someone like Lenio, who was working as a restaurant cook.74 Later, a
Kalispell police officer to whom I spoke75 said he could not recall whether they had found coffee
filters, pots, aluminum foil, and something that looked like sugar crystals near the jugs of urine.
He didn’t know whether the jugs actually contained urine, or whether the urine had been boiled
down to urea, or whether the evidence still exists.
That the investigators did not appear to be interested in the possible domestic terrorism implications of the jugs of urine stored by this suspect—who had already threatened the mass
murder of children and Jewish leaders, and who appeared interested in joining a local clan of
White supremacists—is troubling.
Homeland Security to this day teaches first responders nationwide to be on the lookout for
jugs of urine as a possible sign of bomb-making activity. When alert first responders who had
undergone counterterrorism training encountered jugs of urine in a New Jersey apartment in
2004, they knew they were seeing potential bomb making materials. An investigation turned up
evidence of a plot to make urea nitrate bombs to target tunnels linking New Jersey with New
York City.76 But in that case, an instructor for the Homeland Security training course stated77, the
apartment was occupied by people from the Middle East, who were subsequently deported.
Maybe there’s an innocent explanation for Lenio storing jugs of urine or urea in his van—
which, of course, by itself is not a crime. What is perplexing and significant is law enforcement’s
lack of curiosity, from the federal level on down, and the implications of such a blind spot toward
a White suspect and the double standard of dealing with potential domestic terrorists for our
national security.
This dangerous double standard persists despite that fact that, as Naomi Braine has written
for The Public Eye, “In the nearly 14 years since 9/11, more people have died in the U.S. from
politically-motivated violence perpetrated by right-wing militants than by Muslim militants.”78
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it appeared that not only had Lenio thy McVeigh—the man responsible for did not object. As conditions of Lenio’s
been drawn to the region by members bombing the Oklahoma federal build- release, the judge ordered him to stay
of the PLE, but his expressed opinions ing in 1995—who had several pages of off social media, to get a mental health
and threats mirrored those of PLE ac- the novel in his possession at the time of evaluation, not have access to guns, and
tivists. Recruiter and spokesperson for his arrest.55 (It’s also worth noting that refrain from contacting witnesses. HowPLE April Gaede had tweeted to Lenio McVeigh used what was called a “fertil- ever, the justice system failed to ensure
from her account @AprilintheNorth at izer bomb,” a truck loaded with ammo- that Lenio comply with the terms of his
least four months before he moved to nium nitrate, in his attack in Oklahoma release. He refused to obtain the mental
Kalispell. Gaede, who makes bolt-action City. A “piss bomb” of the sort that David health evaluation until finally Judge Ulhunting rifles51 in Kalispell and is an Lenio may have intended to make is an- bricht granted his defense attorney peroutspoken Donald Trump supporter, en- other kind of fertilizer bomb, composed mission to obtain a mental health evalucourages White supremacists to move to of urea nitrate.)
ation from Lenio’s own physician and
Kalispell for its job security,
to file it under seal.59 So the
low crime rate, and the oppublic does not know whethportunity to build commuer Lenio has received a diagnity with White nationalists.
nosis and, if so, whether he
Gaede also has close ties
is receiving any treatment.
with right-wing terrorists.
The deferral of the evaluaFor example, the Southern
tion and the secrecy as to its
Poverty Law Center (SPLC)
findings is of a piece with
reports that in 2007, Gaede
the preferential treatment
was accorded the “honor”
which Lenio has received.
of disposing of the ashes of
Additionally, though law
David Lane, the leader of a
enforcement wasn’t aware
neonazi group called The Orof this fact, Lenio’s Faceder who died while serving a
book page had been updated
190-year federal sentence in Excerpts from the letter written by former Aryan Nations leader Karl Gharst calling for several times60—including
connection with the murder support for David Lenio. Photo courtesy of Investigation Discovery .
with antisemitic statements
of Jewish talk show host Alan Berg in
Lenio’s association with Kalispell and quotes from former Ku Klux Klan
1984.52 On New Year’s Day 2016, Gaede White nationalists didn’t end with leader David Duke—while he was in
tweeted: “When Trump is elected, we Gaede. While Lenio spent five months jail, although inmates are not supposed
will have a new national holiday. #Day- in the Flathead County Detention Cen- to have access to cell phones or the inoftheRope.”53
ter following his arrest, another PLE ad- ternet.61 Further, although PLE memBoth Gaede’s association with The herent and former Aryan Nations “staff ber Karl Gharst posted messages online
Order and her “Day of the Rope” tweet leader,” Karl Gharst, supported him suggesting he might have visited Lenio
are related to William Pierce’s noxious and possibly visited him. Gharst turned in jail—messages that described Lenio’s
1978 novel The Turner Diaries, a fantasy to the internet to rally White suprema- conditions of confinement and describof race war and genocide that the SPLC cist support for Lenio,56 falsely claim- ing their conversations—the justice sysdubbed “the bible of the racist right.” ing that I had baited Lenio into making tem had no record of whether or not a
The Order was inspired by a fictional his threats—this despite the fact that visit had occurred, because the jail kept
group in Pierce’s book that aimed to Lenio had been tweeting his threats for no logs of Lenio’s visitors.
overthrow the U.S. government, which six weeks before he initiated contact
The trial was originally slated for Authey believed was controlled by a cabal with me. (Gharst was himself arrested gust,62 and then rescheduled until Noof Jews; in real life, The Order’s terrorist in 2004 for threatening to kill a Native vember 9. On November 9, it was deattacks included robberies of banks and American woman who worked for Child layed again, as Deputy County Attorney
armored cars to fund White nationalist Protective Services.57 He was taken into Stacy Boman stated that her office and
groups,54 as well as the bombings of a custody on the Idaho compound of Ary- the defense were trying to resolve the
theater and a synagogue. The Turner Dia- an Nations founder Richard Butler and case in the judge’s chambers, out of pubries also describes a day of lynching dur- spent five months in the same jail where lic view.63 One outcome of this would
ing which neonazis string up “race trai- Lenio would later be held.)
be that if Lenio were not adjudicated as
tors” from lamp posts: an event which
mentally ill, or convicted of a felony,
comes to be known, in the book, as “The A WHITE SUPREMACIST IN THE CRIMINAL then the state of Montana would return
JUSTICE SYSTEM
Day of the Rope.”
his three guns and ammunition, and
The deficiencies in the handling of he would be able to pass a Brady backOver the years, the book’s description of race war has been used as an in- Lenio’s case continued with its prosecu- ground check that would let him purspiration and blueprint for other White tion. In July 2015, Judge Heidi Ulbricht chase an arsenal.
nationalist terrorists, including Timo- released Lenio into the custody of his
I had initially been called to be a witfather, without bail.58 The prosecution ness in the trial, but when it wasn’t held
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I traveled to Kalispell anyway to hold a
press conference, along with local rabbis, parents of local school children, and
leaders from the human rights group,
Love Lives Here in the Flathead Valley.64
I felt the public had a right to hear the
evidence, to know what the justice system would do to protect school children
and religious leaders, and to be warned
that Lenio could be rearmed by virtue of
the state’s lax prosecution.65
But for the fact that Lenio is White and
the son of a politically-connected banker, he might have faced more serious
charges; he might have been tried more
swiftly; his security in jail would have
been tighter and records would have
been kept of neonazi leaders visiting
him there. If the court had deemed him
to be eligible for pretrial release, then he
might have been required to wear an ankle monitor and his bail would likely not
have been waived. Further, he would
have been held accountable for violating
the conditional terms of his release: his
failure to obtain a psychological evaluation and his continued presence on social media, where he posted at least 348
times since his release in July. Lenio’s
flouting of the judge’s orders made news
in Montana and nationwide, but local
Flathead Valley law enforcement offered
no explanation for why he was not rearrested.66 At the same time, 37 other inmates in the same jail were rearrested
for violating their release conditions.67
This March, three weeks before Lenio’s trial was finally set to be held—he
was ultimately charged with a felony
count of intimidation—the defense attorney announced that the prosecutor
and judge had agreed to a deferred prosecution. This means that Lenio, who
had already broken the conditions of his
release, is expected to be a law-abiding
citizen and keep his attorney informed
of his location for two years. Meanwhile, the charges have been dropped,
and the state of Montana has returned
Lenio’s guns without any further conditions or public explanation. If he is
found to break the law over the next two
years, then the prosecutor could decide
to pursue the case. Otherwise, Lenio’s
record will be wiped clean.
DID INCURIOSITY KILL THE CASE?

Although the prosecution of Lenio
SPRING 2016

may be over, we can say this much about future, a second casualty of the case is
the significance of the case: that it draws the public’s confidence in the justice
sharp attention to the problem of differ- system. In the wake of the prosecutor’s
ential prosecution in the U.S. criminal decision not to prosecute Lenio, local
justice system. The case began as one resident Jerry Weissman wrote a letof threats of mass murder on social me- ter to the editor protesting, “Letting
dia by a possibly mentally ill individual. Lenio go is not justice.”68 He continued,
One of the more pressing questions was “Who will hang their heads in ultimate
whether he would be able to get his guns shame if this powder keg of a person exback when it was all over. But over time, plodes and takes children’s lives? Who
serious issues of the disparate treatment will mourn if lives are taken, especially
of criminal suspects in terms of race and when proper care could have been taken
class have come to loom large. What’s to remove threats to the citizens of our
more, my further investigation suggests country?”
that if law enforcement had been even a
On March 24, when the “Hate in
little bit curious about the seemingly in- America” documentary premiered, Daexplicable jugs of urine Lenio had in his vid Lenio returned to Twitter. In what
van at the time of his arrest, they could seemed like a taunt, he pinned to the top
have understood them as possible bomb of his profile a series of exchanges from
ingredients, with clear implications for our February 2015 encounter in which
potential domestic terrorism. (See side- I tried to identify and locate the man
bar: “What’s in a Jug of Urine?”) Law who had tweeted threats to shoot grade
enforcement turning a blind eye to a po- school kids. Several weeks later, on
tentially larger threat, which might have April 12, he indicated that he remained
involved
others, and
may
have
put the rest
The Right’s entrenchment within U.S. cultural
of us at risk
and political power structures raises the costs
of violence
of high-profile law enforcement action against
from rightwing terrorright-wing suspects.
ists.
As Naomi Braine
writes in her exploration of differential fixated on the idea of shooting school
prosecution of Muslim and far-right ter- children when he tweeted: “What do
rorism cases, the Right’s entrenchment you think costs more in most US cities?
within U.S. cultural and political pow- A gun with enough ammunition to kill
er structures raises the costs of high- 99 school kids or the security deposit on
profile law enforcement action against an apartment?”
right-wing suspects. What happened
Whatever Lenio does or does not do,
in Kalispell exemplified this. White it will take far more vigilance to see that
nationalist leaders, such as Gaede and the criminal justice system works withGharst, make their presence felt there. out the filters of racial, religious and
They have many supporters, and they class bias that fast track the prosecution
attract unstable figures such as Lenio to of some suspects but let others off the
participate in their PLE affinity group. hook. That the likes of David Lenio manWhen police claimed not to see any age to avoid accountability for crimes
connections between Lenio and the lo- that would have derailed the lives of
cal White nationalist groups, and when most of the rest of us should shock us
they failed to meaningfully investigate out of our complacency.
evidence of a potential terrorist threat, Jonathan Hutson is a human rights activit seems a case of willful blindness: not ist and strategic communications consulseeing what is inconvenient to see.
tant at Global Media Max in Metropolitan
Beyond the possibility that Lenio Washington, D.C.
could make good on his threats in the
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endnotes

Racial Double Standards in a
Mass Shooting Threat Case,
p. 10
1. I served at the time as Chief
Communications Officer for the
Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun
Violence. More than 63,000 people
and organizations follow me (@
JonHutson) on Twitter, because of
my influence in human rights, social
justice, LGBTQ issues, transgender
equality,
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